Evaluation of volume-based and surface-based brain image registration methods
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Establishing correspondences across brains for the purposes of comparison and group analysis is almost universally done by registering images to one another either directly or via a template. However, there are many registration algorithms to choose from. A recent evaluation of fully automated nonlinear deformation methods applied to brain image registration was restricted to volume-based methods. The present study is the first that directly compares some of the most accurate of these volume registration methods with surface registration methods, as well as the first study to compare registrations of whole-head and brain-only (de-skulled) images. We used permutation tests to compare the overlap or Hausdorff distance performance for more than 16,000 registrations between 80 manually labeled brain images. We compared every combination of volume-based and surface-based labels, registration, and evaluation. Our primary findings are the following: 1. de-skulling aids volume registration methods; 2. custom-made optimal average templates improve registration over direct pairwise registration; and 3. resampling volume labels on surfaces or converting surface labels to volumes introduces distortions that preclude a fair comparison between the highest ranking volume and surface registration methods using present resampling methods. From the results of this study, we recommend constructing a custom template from a limited sample drawn from the same or a similar representative population, using the same algorithm used for registering brains to the template.

© 2010 Published by Elsevier Inc.

Introduction

Brain images are registered to one another (or to an average template) to establish correspondences of all kinds, such as across structures, patterns of functional activity, physiological data, and connectivity data. These correspondences enable comparison across time, task, and population. Brain image registrations are performed either on image volumes in their “native” space, or on surface representations of the brain.

Surface registration methods require computationally intensive extraction of a cortical surface, and may not be accurate for topologically different brains (such as lesioned and other pathological cases), but have been demonstrated to perform accurately under many conditions, including recent studies comparing surface features with cytoarchitectonic data (Rademacher et al., 1993; Hinds et al., 2008; Fischl et al., 2008). Significant advantages of performing registrations on a surface compared with in a volume include computational efficiency (less to register, one less degree of freedom), and distances along the cortical surface are more faithfully represented as geodesic distances along a surface rather than Euclidean distances across, for example, banks of a sulcus.

Most prior attempts to compare volume and surface registration methods have used function to gauge registration accuracy and compared a nonlinear surface-based spherical registration method with affine, Talairach-based linear or piecewise linear registration (Anticevic et al., 2008, Desai et al., 2005; Fischl et al., 1999; Thompson and Toga, 1996). Hinds et al. (2008) compared the quality of two atlases, one constructed using FreeSurfer spherical registration and the other using a single volume-based nonlinear registration method, according to the cumulative probability of a region (V1); this atlas comparison is a more indirect comparison than evaluating pairwise registrations.
In this study, we attempt to directly compare surface with volume registration methods. For the volume registration methods, we selected SyN (Avants et al., 2008) and ART (Ardekani et al., 2005a, b), the only methods that attained top rank for all tests and for all four label sets and populations used in a recent, large-scale evaluation of brain image registration methods (Klein et al., 2009).

For the surface registration methods, we selected FreeSurfer (http://surfer.nmr.mgh.harvard.edu/) (Fischl et al., 1999) and Spherical Demons (Yeo et al., 2010). FreeSurfer is the most widely used of the fully automated, surface-based, brain image analysis software packages that perform registration without requiring landmarks. FreeSurfer was recently shown to outperform affine registration and SPM Normalize (Ashburner and Friston, 1999) when applied to a pediatric population (Ghosh, personal communication). Spherical Demons is a recently introduced extension of the Demons algorithm (Thirion, 1998) to the sphere, which is reported to have comparable performance to FreeSurfer but runs at least an order of magnitude faster (Yeo et al., 2010).

Other popular freely available surface registration methods include Caret (http://brainmap.wustledu) (Van Essen et al., 2001) and BrainVisa (http://brainvisa.info) (Cointepas et al., 2001). They were not included in this study because Caret still requires manually assigned landmarks (personal communication with Van Essen and Dierker) and we are not aware of any means to apply a nonlinear transform to an arbitrary set of labels within BrainVisa.

We conducted more than 16,000 registrations between 40 brain images, either directly to one another or via templates, with the brains represented as either volumes or as surfaces. The registration transforms were then applied to manually labeled versions of these images (on volumes and on surfaces) to evaluate registration accuracy. We used permutation tests to compare registration performance to first select the top-ranking volume and surface registration methods, and then we compared these selections with one another. The initial set from which we made our selection was the following: SyN and ART on brain images with and without skulls, SyN, FreeSurfer, and Spherical Demons via custom templates, and FreeSurfer via its default atlas.

Materials and methods

In this section, we describe the brain image and label data, custom template construction, selection of image pairs to be registered to one another, and our evaluation measures and analysis method. We performed these latter steps on the LPBA40 data (see below) using an OSX system (Mac Pro 2-Quad-Core (8-processor) Intel Xeon, 3 GHz, 6 GB RAM) with a 10.5 operating system, and on the FS40 data (see below) using a computer cluster at the Martinos Center at the Massachusetts General Hospital (MGH), where each node runs CentOS 64-bit and has two quad-core Xeon 5472 3.0 GHz CPUs and 32GB of RAM. The FS40 data are not publicly available and therefore all operations on these data were performed on the MGH computing cluster. Custom Python (http://www.python.org) and Matlab (http://www.mathworks.com) software programs called the different registration programs to process thousands of pairs of images, evaluated the results, and produced the graphics in the Results section.

MRI data and manual labels

LPBA40 data

We used the magnetic resonance image (MRI) volumes and corresponding manually labeled volumes for 40 normal subjects (20 male, 20 female, ages 19–40 years, mean 29.2 years) used to construct the LONI Probabilistic Brain Atlas (LPBA40) at the Laboratory of Neuro Imaging (LONI) at UCLA (Shattuck et al., 2008) (available online at http://www.loni.ucla.edu/Atlases/LPBA40). The T1–weighted images (256 × 256 × 124 voxels (volume elements); 0.86 × 0.86 × 1.5 mm³/voxel for 38 subjects, 0.78 × 0.78 × 1.5 mm³/voxel for 2 subjects; 10–12.5 ms TR; 4.2–4.5 ms TE; 20° flip angle) were preprocessed according to existing LONI protocols to produce skull-stripped brain volumes. These volumes were aligned to the MNI305 atlas (Evans et al., 1993) using rigid-body transformation to correct for head tilt and reduce bias in the manual labeling process. This produced a transform from native space to labeling space and an associated inverse transform. In each of the 40 subjects, 56 structures were manually labeled according to custom protocols (http://www.loni.ucla.edu/Protocols/LPBA40) using the BrainSuite software (http://brainsuite.usc.edu). Brain masks were constructed from the manual labels and projected back to the native space to produce brain-only MRI volumes. These volumes were then corrected for non-uniformity using BrainSuite’s Bias Field Corrector. Sulci were used as label boundaries; both gray and white matter voxels between these boundaries were labeled in the original dataset.

We used a pre-released update of the label volumes that corrected for errors in two of the subjects, particularly with the right putamen. We removed non-gray matter regions for each brain using a gray matter mask for that brain constructed from the probabilistic tissue-class image of that brain provided in the LPBA40 set (Fig. 1, upper panel).

FS40 data

We also used manually labeled surfaces from MGH for two reasons. First, we discovered some consistent labeling errors in the LPBA40 data (unlabeled gray matter at the depths of sulcal folds) due to difficulties in labeling convoluted sulci and gyri in the 3-D volume. Second, we wanted to compare the results obtained using volume-labeled manual data (LPBA40) with results obtained using surface-labeled manual data (FS40). The FS40 data consist of MRI volumes and corresponding manually labeled cortical surfaces (generated by FreeSurfer) for 40 subjects (10 young, 10 middle age, 10 elderly, 10 diagnosed with Alzheimer’s-related dementia; 14 male, 26 female, ages 18–87 years, mean 56 years). These are the same subjects used to construct FreeSurfer’s default “aparc” cortical parcellation atlas (http://surfer.nmr.mgh.harvard.edu/fswiki/CorticalParcellation). The original T1-weighted images (four MPRAGE-protocol sessions with 9.7 ms TR¹; 4 ms TE; 10° flip angle) or their FreeSurfer-extracted surfaces were used by the registration algorithms. In each of the 40 subjects, 35 structures were manually labeled according to custom protocols (34 described by Desikan et al. (2006) and the insula labeled by Sarah Green of Boston University; see Fig. 1, lower panel).

Custom template construction

We divided the LPBA40 data into two random sets of 20 images each, from which we constructed two custom templates using SyN, FreeSurfer, and Spherical Demons. The custom templates constructed by these different software packages all attempt to iteratively refine nonlinear coregistrations of a group of individual brain images to create a group average, sometimes referred to as an optimal average template. We repeated this for the FS40 data, resulting in a total of 12 custom templates. The ANTS toolkit (containing SyN) comes with a program for building optimal average templates with distributed or serial computing (buildtemplateparallel.sh (Avants et al., 2010)). The algorithm builds an average shaped brain within the diffeomorphic space, and is also capable of building an average shape and appearance brain as in this work, to reduce dependence on the topological idiosyncrasy of any individual brain. The program calls SyN to register a group of brain images to one another in multiple stages to refine co-registration of the constituent images. For example, in the first stage, all of the images are affine-registered to one brain, and this collection is intensity-averaged to create a single, blurry brain

¹ According to Siemens’s pre-2000 definition of TR: time between RF excitations.
image. Then each of the original brain images is nonlinearily registered to this average to create a new average. This second step is repeated multiple (in our case, three) times, and the result is an optimal average template. Spherical Demons also comes with a script for constructing templates in an analogous manner. FreeSurfer does not come with such a script, but a custom Python script calling FreeSurfer commands for constructing such a template may be downloaded from http://www.mindboggle.info/papers/.

Registration pairs

For each of the registration methods, we registered a source image to a target image. The source and target images were drawn from the same set used to construct one of the two custom templates. For example, each of the 20 images that SyN used to construct one template would be registered using SyN to each one of the other 19 images, either directly or via the second template, also generated by SyN. Each method was run on 760 pairs.

Selection Test 1 (V-V)

Test 1 was conducted to select the top-ranking volume registration method and the top-ranking surface registration method for comparison against each other in subsequent tests. For volume registration, we used SyN and ART to register each of the 760 pairs of (brain-only as well as whole-head) LPBA40 images directly to one another, and SyN to register each pair via the appropriate custom template (see above and Supplementary Fig. 1). For surface registration, we used FreeSurfer and Spherical Demons to register each pair via the appropriate custom template (see above and Supplementary Fig. 1). FreeSurfer was intended to be used with its own atlas, so we performed the same registrations via the FreeSurfer atlas as well. We conducted all evaluations for Test 1 on transformed LPBA40 volume data, as in the study of Klein et al. (2009) (see below):

Test 1 (V-V): volume labels, volume evaluations

Comparison Tests 2–4 (S-S, S-V, V-S)

For Tests 2 through 4, we selected the top-ranking volume and top-ranking surface registration method as determined by the Selection Test 1 (V-V): SyN, FreeSurfer, and Spherical Demons, each with its custom templates. We ran these three methods again to account for every combination of surface and volume labels and evaluations (see Table 1):

Test 2 (S-S): surface labels, surface evaluations
Test 3 (S-V): surface labels, volume evaluations
Test 4 (V-S): volume labels, surface evaluations

Resampling Test 5

To evaluate how well the individual anatomical regions register to one another, we applied each source-to-target transformation to the corresponding source labels (with nearest-neighbor interpolation) and compared the resulting transformed source labels to the manual labels of the target.

Volume-based evaluation is straightforward for volume registration methods (SyN and ART), but in order to apply it to surface registration methods, the volume labels had to be resampled to the surface, and after surface registration, they had to be resampled again to the target volume. The FreeSurfer commands (see Appendix A) that resample labels to the target volume (for FreeSurfer and Spherical Demons) automatically propagate the labels through a target gray matter mask created by FreeSurfer. To emulate FreeSurfer’s propagation of labels through its target gray matter mask, we propagate (SyN- and ART-transformed) labels through the same mask using a fast marching level set algorithm supplied by the ANTS toolbox. The fast marching method geometrically propagates labels to the closest unlabeled points along the cortical surface, rather than through three-dimensional space. Experiments verified that this approach yields superior results when compared to labeling based on a Euclidean distance transform, which—in some cases—will not respect distance along the surface. For instance, labels across sulcal boundaries may be nearby under the Euclidean distance transform but not at all proximal when distances are measured across the cortex.

Surface-based evaluation is straightforward for surface registration methods but not for volume registration methods because of double resampling in the latter case, as above. Therefore, Test 1 (V-V) is useful for comparing volume registration methods with one another

Note that some structures, such as the cerebellum in the LPBA40 data, are not included in the de-skulled brain images but are included in the label images; they therefore do not influence the computation of the transformations but their labels are transformed and are included in the evaluation.
We conducted four tests in this study. We evaluated volume (V) and surface (S) registration methods using either manually labeled volumes (LPBA40) or surfaces (FS40), and volume or surface evaluation measures. Test 1 is useful for comparing volume registration methods with one another (VVV) and Test 2 is useful for comparing surface registration methods with one another (SSS). Tests 1 and 2 are not useful for comparing volume and surface registration methods, because they compare methods that perform all operations in the same space (VSV and SVS) with methods that require double resampling to register in a space different from the label space and evaluation space (SVS and VSV). Tests 3 and 4 correct for this by admitting a single resampling from one space to another (such as Test 4: VVS and VSS).

Higher ranks were obtained for the cases where there is no resampling prior to registration (V-V and S-S). An asterisk is placed next to the registration type that achieved a higher rank according to permutation tests.

For our surface evaluations, we also computed a modified Hausdorff distance (Dubuisson and Jain, 1994) between corresponding label boundaries (on a surface representation of the cortex):

\[ \text{DE}(S, T) = \sum_{T} \text{mean}\left(\text{mean}_{r \in S}\left(\text{inf}_{s \in T}(d(s, t)), \text{mean}_{s \in T}\left(\text{inf}_{r \in S}(d(s, t))\right)\right)\right) \]

where \( \text{inf} \) represents infimum and \( d \) represents the shortest distance on the cortical surface mesh between two points.

### Permutation tests

Testing for significant differences in the performance of the registration methods is not trivial because each brain is reused multiple times, and independence of observations cannot be assumed. For example, each of the 20 brain images in each set was registered to the 19 others in its set, and was also the registration target of these 19 others. To get around this issue of non-independency, we ensured that a brain does not appear in more than one brain pair by random selection without replacement. We conducted a permutation test on a small sample of 20 such brain pairs (10 pairs per set), and repeated this test on multiple such samples for all four tests. We performed permutation tests to determine if the means of the evaluation measures (overlap or distance values averaged across labeled regions) are the same for the different registration methods. These tests are constructed after Menke and Martinez (2004) and according to the following permutation algorithm:

1. Select a (new) random sample of \( P \) brain pairs with non-repeating brains.
2. Select a pair of registration methods (two vectors of \( P \) evaluation values).
3. Subtract the two vectors; compute the mean difference \( D \).
4. Select a subset of the elements from one of the vectors.
5. Swap this subset across the two vectors.
6. Subtract the vectors; compute the mean difference \( D_p \).
7. Repeat steps 4–6 \( N \) times.
8. Count the number of times \( n \) where \( \text{abs}(D_p) \geq \text{abs}(D) \).
9. Compute the exact \( p \)-value: \( p = n / N \).
10. Repeat steps 1–9 \( T \) times; compute the fraction of times \( p \leq 0.05 \).

For each of \( T = 10,000 \) iterations, we selected a new random sample of \( P = 20 \) brain pairs (each brain was used only once), ran \( N = 1000 \) permutations for that sample (to keep the duration of the tests under 24 h), and computed a single exact \( p \)-value. The fraction of the resulting 10,000 \( p \)-values less than or equal to 0.05 between any two registration methods is then compared with the fractions computed for all other pairs of methods to determine relative performance across the methods. Registration methods within ranks 1, 2, and 3 have positive mean \( p \)-value percentages lying within 1, 2, and 3 standard deviations of the highest mean \( p \)-value percentage, respectively.

### Results

Table 1 presents whether a volume or surface registration method obtained a higher ranking for each of the four tests, according to permutation tests. Higher ranks were obtained for the cases where there is no resampling prior to registration (see Table 1).

### Custom template consistency

For custom template-based registrations in Test 1 (V-V) (SyN, FreeSurfer, and Spherical Demons), the average overlap obtained with one template was within 1 standard deviation of the average obtained with the second template. This result assured us that the custom templates were not idiosyncratic representations of the subject pool and that their results may be pooled together for the evaluation. All
Conducted on methods (FreeSurfer and Spherical Demons) with custom templates, mean surface overlap and modified Hausdorff distance measures ranked higher than Spherical Demons with a template according to (Table 3).

Results of Selection Test 1 (V-V)

Table 2 lists the volume and surface registration methods that attained the top three ranks according to permutation tests on volume overlap values (averaged across labeled regions) for Test 1 (V-V) with LPBA40 data and FreeSurfer-generated target masks (whole-head volume registrations are not included here). Registration methods within ranks 1, 2, and 3 have positive mean p-value percentages ($\mu$) lying within 1, 2, and 3 standard deviations (SD) of the highest mean p-value percentage, respectively (see text). Tests 2 through 4 were run only on these top-ranking registration methods (SyN, FreeSurfer, and Spherical Demons, all with custom templates). Refer to Table 3 for a more sensitive ranking of the surface registration methods, since for the Test 1 results, the surface registration methods underwent a double resampling to register volume labels as surfaces and then evaluate them as volumes (see text and Supplementary Table 1).

Results of Comparison Test 2 (S-S)

Test 2 (S-S) provides a more sensitive ranking of the surface registration methods, since it does not involve a double resampling of the surface labels, as in Test 1 (V-V). Table 3 presents permutation test results of Test 2’s surface evaluations of surface registration methods (FreeSurfer and Spherical Demons) with custom templates conducted on surface (FS40) labels. FreeSurfer with a template ranked higher than Spherical Demons with a template according to mean surface overlap and modified Hausdorff distance measures (Table 3).

Discussion

After performing thousands of registrations between brain images (as surfaces and as volumes), we confirmed that removing non-brain matter aids brain volume registration, custom-made optimal average templates improve registration over direct pairwise registration, and resampling errors introduced by converting volume labels to surfaces or surface labels to volumes can be used to make a fair comparison between volume and surface registration methods using present resampling methods. Evaluation software, data, and updated information will be made publicly available via the http://www.mindboggle.info/papers/ Web site.

Caveats

The general caveats that must be taken into account when evaluating registration data are the same as those discussed in the study of Klein et al. (2009); briefly, they are the following:

1. Image correspondence is often mistaken for anatomic correspondence (Crum et al., 2005).
2. A given brain may not be well represented by the majority of the set of brains to which it is being compared.
3. Label overlap and boundary distance measures ignore misregistration within a labeled region.
4. Our evaluation measures rely on information (labels) which is not directly included in the images, which is good for evaluating the registrations, but they do not inform us about the intrinsic properties of the spatial transformations.

Comparing results of Tests 1–4 with results of the Resampling Test 5

Supplementary Tables 1, 2, 3, and 4 present some of the results of Tests 1, 2, 3, and 4, respectively. Supplementary Tables 1 and 2 also compute $\Delta$overlap or $\Delta$distance, the maximum absolute difference between average overlap or distance calculated for SyN and that for the surface registration methods. These values are compared with the average resampling errors computed for the corresponding label set. The values for Tests 3 (S-V) and 4 (V-S) are not compared with resampling errors, because the space in which the evaluations were conducted are different in the two cases (volume vs. surface or the reverse).

For Test 1 (V-V), using LPBA40 volume labels, overlap is less than the resampling error for every label, which means that the resampling error is too great to distinguish between the performance of the top-ranking volume and surface registration methods. Likewise, for Test 2 (S-S), using FS40 surface labels, overlap and $\Delta$distance are less than the corresponding resampling errors for almost every label, which again means that for almost every region the resampling error is still too great to distinguish between the performance of volume and surface registration methods. The only exceptions are pericalcarine and superior parietal regions, whose values are greater by at least 1 standard deviation of the resampling values.

Table 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Volume registration methods</th>
<th>$\mu$ (SD)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rank 1</td>
<td>SyN with custom templates 0.25 (0.27)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rank 2</td>
<td>SyN        −0.38 (0.18)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ART        −0.22 (0.28)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Surface registration methods</th>
<th>$\mu$ (SD)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rank 1</td>
<td>FreeSurfer with custom templates 0.09 (0.13)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Spherical Demons with custom templates 0.01 (0.05)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FreeSurfer with default atlas −0.10 (0.12)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This table lists the registration methods that attained the top three ranks according to permutation tests on volume overlap values (averaged across labeled regions) for Test 1 (V-V) with LPBA40 data and FreeSurfer-generated target masks (whole-head volume registrations are not included here). Registration methods within ranks 1, 2, and 3 have positive mean p-value percentages ($\mu$) lying within 1, 2, and 3 standard deviations (SD) of the highest mean p-value percentage, respectively (see text). Tests 2 through 4 were run only on these top-ranking registration methods (SyN, FreeSurfer, and Spherical Demons, all with custom templates). Refer to Table 3 for a more sensitive ranking of the surface registration methods, since for the Test 1 results, the surface registration methods underwent a double resampling to register volume labels as surfaces and then evaluate them as volumes (see text and Supplementary Table 1).

Table 3

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Surface overlap test</th>
<th>$\Delta$ overlap test</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rank 1</td>
<td>FreeSurfer with templates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rank 2</td>
<td>Spherical Demons with templates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FreeSurfer with templates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Spherical Demons with templates</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This table is constructed in the same manner as Table 2, but ranks surface overlap values (left) and modified Hausdorff distances (right) between surface-warped source labels and their corresponding target labels, again averaged across labeled regions, but using the FS40 data. The volume registration methods are not included in this table because for Test 2 (S-S), these methods underwent a double resampling to register surface labels as volumes and evaluate them as surfaces (see text and Supplementary Table 2).
5. Nonlinear registration to average templates affects different brain regions in different ways that lead to relative distortions in volume that are difficult to predict (Allen et al., 2008).

There are three primary caveats specific to both the study of Klein et al. (2009) and the present study. First, each brain image was labeled only once, and had to be treated as a “silver standard.” Second, we could only evaluate each algorithm using the software parameters that were recommended in the software documentation or by their authors. We fully expect that each registration algorithm could perform better given the opportunity to experiment with these settings. Third, most of our tests were conducted on healthy subjects and should not be generalized to pathological cases. Surface registration methods that seek to preserve topology might not be suitable in cases such as lesions, which introduce topological differences. With regard to preprocessing, surface registration methods require cortical surface extraction, and volume registration methods are more accurate after extracting brains from the images; many researchers routinely run both of these procedures without evaluation.

There is an additional caveat concerning prior training. FreeSurfer has been trained on the FS40 data, and because these data are private, this introduces some bias in the evaluation study because other methods do not train on these data.

**Recommendations**

Given that SyN performed better with its custom templates than without the templates, and FreeSurfer performed better with its custom templates than with its default atlas, we recommend where possible to construct a custom template from a limited sample drawn from the same or a similar representative population, using the same algorithm used for registering brains to the template. We do not have evidence to advocate the use of general-purpose brain atlases for nonlinear registration over direct source-to-target registration for normal brains. And it is clear from the volume registrations that registering brain-only images is more accurate than registering whole-head images. Brain-only registration not only excludes extraneous features such as eyes from the optimization but also focuses the per-iteration effort on regions of the brain that are relevant for this evaluation.

The resampling tests demonstrate that, for almost every region, the resampling error is too great to distinguish between the performance of top-ranking volume and surface registration methods (SyN, FreeSurfer, and Spherical Demons, all using customized optimal average templates). Based on these results, it may not be possible to directly compare evaluations of these surface and volume registration methods using the present resampling methods, when considering the full surface or full volume or the full extent of their label boundaries.

The performance differences in this evaluation are determined by how well the boundaries of labeled structures correspond to the other after registration. These boundaries are exactly where both uncertainties lie and where interpolation effects are most prominent. However, by restricting an evaluation to appropriate non-boundary landmarks, it might be possible to circumvent resampling altogether and directly compare volume-based and surface-based registration methods. Landmark selection may bias a volume-based or surface-based registration approach, just as, for example, the landmarks (label boundaries) used in a volume-based labeling protocol could favor a volume-based registration method. One impartial selection of landmarks could simply be a uniform sampling of points in a brain volume or on the unit sphere. Such a selection and tracking of points might be relatively immune to a given labeling protocol since the vast majority of points will lie inside regions and not on their (disputed) boundaries. This last point cannot be overemphasized, because the space in which brains are labeled bias, to an unknown degree, operations performed on brain images using these labels, and evaluations conducted on the results of performing these operations.
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**Appendix A**

All of the software packages under comparison are freely available via the Internet, are easy to install, and are under active development. ANTS (SyN) requires ITK (http://www.itk.org) and Spherical Demons requires Matlab. FreeSurfer has the most extensive documentation and an online wiki (http://surfer.nmr.mgh.harvard.edu/fswiki), ANTS has a growing set of online tutorials (http://www.picsl.upenn.edu/ANTS/), and ART and Spherical Demons have very limited documentation. SyN and FreeSurfer provide the most command-line options. If time is a constraint, ART is the fastest of the four (about 15 minutes), followed by SyN (about an hour), followed by FreeSurfer and Spherical Demons (about a day, including all preprocessing leading to cortical surface extraction). Python and Matlab programs containing all command-line arguments (including those below) may be downloaded from this article’s supplementary Web site (http://www.mindboggle.info/papers/).

ART was developed by Ardekani et al. (2005) at the Nathan Kline Institute, NY. The executables can be downloaded at http://www.nitr.org/projects/art/

ART uses local normalized cross-correlation between the source and target images as its similarity measure. It determines a displacement vector field defined for each grid point on the target image using a non-parametric free-form multi-resolution approach. The displacement vector field obtained at each resolution level is regularized by median and low-pass filtering. Prior to nonlinear registration, there are options for the program to determine a linear rigid-body (6-parameter) registration between the target and subject images followed by a linear affine (12-parameter) registration (Ardekani et al., 2005a,b).

Warp: 3dwnarp -trg <target>-img <subsource>-acpc-A -sd 8.0 -v
Reslice: applywarp3d -nn -w -ttransform.nii

(In the present version, we were not able to output files with desired names, so we renamed files as they were generated.)

SyN was developed by Avants et al. (2008) at the University of Pennsylvania. Source code and executables are available as part of the...
For the regularization, Spherical Demons uses the number of vertices since the vertices are constrained to be on the sphere. Displacement demons uses the weighted sum of squared differences dissimilarity.

For volume registrations, the volume source code (run in place of mris_register above) is available from Massachusetts General Hospital as an extension to FreeSurfer. Matlab volumes using mri_aparc2aseg and mri_convert.

Appendix B. Supplementary data

Supplementary data associated with this article can be found, in the online version, at doi:10.1016/j.neuroimage.2010.01.091.
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ANTS toolkit (http://www.picsl.upenn.edu/ANTS/). The symmetric normalization (SyN) methodology uses a symmetric parameterization of the shortest path of diffeomorphisms connecting two neuroanatomical configurations. The Syn formulation uses a bidirectional gradient descent optimization which gives results that are unbiased with respect to the input images. SyN also provides forward and inverse continuum mappings that are consistent within the discrete domain and enables both large and subtle deformations to be captured. Specific performance characteristics depend upon the range of similarity metrics chosen for the study and the velocity field regularization.


FreeSurfer was developed by Fischl et al. (1999) at the Massachusetts General Hospital. Source code and executables are available from http://surfer.nmr.mgh.harvard.edu/fswiki. The registration algorithm in FreeSurfer uses the weighted sum of squared differences dissimilarity measure. FreeSurfer represents deformation by a displacement field on the sphere. The degrees of freedom are twice the number of vertices since the vertices are constrained to be on the sphere. For the regularization, FreeSurfer penalizes metric distortion (changes in triangular edge lengths) and areal distortion (changes in triangular area). It also has an areal expansion term that penalizes small triangles and encourages an invertible transformation. Optimization occurs in a multiascale fashion, where coarser features are used, followed by finer features. In particular, the coarser scale uses average convexity, while the finer scale uses the mean curvature of the surface. Surface registrations were performed by mris_register and mri_surf2surf. For volume registrations, the volume labels were sampled on surfaces using mri_convert and mris_sample, and the surface registration results were sampled in the target volumes using mri_aparc2aseg and mri_convert.

Spherical Demons was developed by Yeo et al. (2010) at the Massachusetts General Hospital as an extension to FreeSurfer. Matlab source code (run in place of mris_register above) is available from http://yeoeyo02.googlepages.com/sphericaldemonsrelease and developments are underway to create a C++ version for ITK. Spherical Demons uses the weighted sum of squared differences dissimilarity measure. Spherical Demons represents deformation by a diffeomorphic displacement field on the sphere. The degrees of freedom are twice the number of vertices since the vertices are constrained to be on the sphere. For the regularization, Spherical Demons uses the “Demons” hierarchical regularization (Cachier et al., 2003). The resulting regularization can be shown to be a Sobolev type of regularization of the displacement field, and is in practice approximated by iterative smoothing of the displacement field. Optimization occurs in a multiascale fashion, where coarser features are used, followed by finer features. In particular, the coarser scale uses curvature of the inflated surface, followed by average convexity and finally the mean curvature of the surface.